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ABSTRACT

The success of Einstein t s tlreory of gravitation as a geometric

effect, has nade it plausible that tlre surprising phenornena encountered

in nodern physics nay be explained b.y assuming a new geometry. A

geonetry suggested for this purpose is what in mathenatics is known as

finite geometry. This thesis reviews sone of the analytical aspects

of this geonetry and where possible, touches upon the inplications of

assuning such a geonetry. In this direction, the rotation group of

finite geonetry is treated at some length and its homonorphisn with

2 x 2 matrix group is worked out. Although our approach keeps a

parallelisrn with the treatment of the matter in the usual Euclidean

geometry, nevertheless neur features arise" In particular not only do

hre get the honomorphism with the 2 x 2 rrcomplexfrrnatrices, but also a

hononorphism with the 2 x 2 rrrealf' matrices.

To illustrate some features of rotation in finite geonetry a

snall nodel (a finite geometry of 27 points) is provided" The nodel

geonetry as well serves another purpose:

It provides a sinple 2-dirnensional, 2-valued rhealrt representation

of the cubic symmetries (rotational). The simplicity is in that, hrith

this representation at hand there is no need of a written list of

matrices or a group multiplication tab1e.
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CHAPTER 1

THE (T) AND (O) GROUPS AS FINITE GEO}4ETRY ROTATION GROUP

INTRODUCTION

The Tetrahedral (T) and 0ctahedral (0) groups arise in the

quantum mechanical study of certain nolecules (e.g. CH4) and electron wave 
.,i,..,,

functions of eigenstates with cubic synïnetry. 
r::j. l,.:':i

ïn this thesis the nain airn is to present a sirnple rtrealrr 2-dimen- ,, . '-"' '

:-

sional 2-valued) representation of T and 0 groups over F S, the field

of order 3, which seems not to have been given before. The matríces can

be read easily frorn a simple fornula (easy to renember) and conversely

by a sinple procedure each matrix can be decoded back into the group

spectrum. The rnatrix multiplications are very direct and simple and not

tedious at aII. There is no need of a written list of the matrices or of

a large nultiplication table such as appears in some texts.

Secondly there is a theory which conjectures that physical space is 
,,

what in nathematics is terned a finite geonetry U r2l. In this connection, i..',,';'¡¡,,,

the geonetry of 27 points constructed over FE not only leads us to the r'':',,',',,' .'
', t t,t. t,

desired representation of T and O groups, but also serves as a snall

nodel illustrating sone features of rrotationt in the conjectured finite

geonetry.

1.1. Finite geonêtry oVer a finite field

A finite geometry, obviously consisting of a finite number of points,

is analytically constructed by taking coordinates of a point to be



)

elements of a finite field. Faniliar terms of ordinary geometry such as

1ine, plane, vector, etc. are conveniently enployed in finite geonetry

where for them the analytical expressions in coordinates and parameters

are defined over a finite field rather than over the reals.

The definition of a field and the theory of finite fields can be

for:nd in most books on modern algebra t3]. A finite field, that is a

field with a finite number of elements, is characterized by the property

that rational operations of algebra may be performed on the elenents of

the field and they lead in every case to the elenents of the field. It is

fron this point that terns of algebra and corresponding notations could

be taken over and enployed for finite fields. In particular, letting

Co, C1, ..., CK_l be the elements of Ff i.e. a finite field of order

K:

a) Addition and nultiplication of any two elements of the field,

sãy, Ci and ,j, are denoted respectively by Ci * Cj and

C. C..1J
b) The unique elernent , sãy Co, having the property of I zerol

under addition and multiplication (Ci * Co = Ci CoCi = CiCo =

CoV Ci) is also denoted by o, and the unique element giving

0 when added to Ci is denoted by -C..

c) The unique element, say Cl, having the property of runityr

under multiplication is also denoted by 1 and the unique

elenent giving 1 when multiplied by Ci is denoted by

Llc. or C:1.'1 1

The elenent of Ff defined by the sequence,
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3.

!, re)= 1 + t a(r) = 1 + 1 + 1, ..., (1.i)

are called rintegral narksr of the field. Since the field ís finite, for

the above sequence there must be a least integer (P); such that a(O) = O.

Then 0,1, ,(r), a(r), -.., a(o-r) are all the distinct integral rnarks

of field. Moreover it nay be shown that P is a príme nunber t4]. Now

as a convenient representation for these integral marks we write,

0, l, 2, P-l (r.2)

in the order given above. The rule of conposition for these integral

marks is ordinary addition and nultiplication with a reduction nodule P.

Moreover it can be easily verified that the integral marks forn a field

(called the prine field) of order P, which we denote by Fp. As for

the order K of Ff it may be shown that K = Pn where n is some

positive integer t5]. Also it should be noted t-trat a finite field of

every order Pt, where P is a prime and n is a positive integer,

exists and that all finite fields of the sane order are isomorphic [6].

Hence, F - is uniquely deternined by the nunber Pn of its elements.'Pn
In view of the above paragraph, for the surn:

X + X + X + ... + X (1.3)

where X is any element of the field and it is repeated m tines in the

sum, üie will have:

= t(r) *

=mX (1 .4)



4.

In particular, when X is repeated P tines:

X+X+X+ +X=PX

OX

=0, or

PX =Q (1.5)

Eqn. (1.5) holds in every F _ for a given prirne P and any positive,PN
integer n > 1. rn this sense it is said Fpr is of characteristic p.

Any elernent X of a finite field of order Pn satisfies the

relation (Fermat theoren) L7l.

(1 .6)

we remark that a relation x[ = x with g < Pn rnay be fulfilled for

suitable x; however ín any F .. there exists at least one element b
PN

(called a prinitive root) [B] such that O, e, e2, ,Pt-1 are al1

distinct and span the whole field. The elenents of the field which are

even or odd powers of the prinitive root s are respectively called

fsquarest or Inot-squaresr. The zero element is not considered either

as a square or not-square. Then the number of squares is l/2en-Ð and

so is the nunber of not-squares.

Now in choosing a field to ïeplace the real nunbers for our

co-ordinates in physics, we note that the prine field Fp is analogous

to the reals and that F with n > 2 is related to Fp in much the
PN

sane hlay that the complex nurnbers are related to the reals. We therefore

use the field Fp to co-ordinate our geometry.

Also in constructinga newphysical geonetry on finite fields,

Dn
X' = X.X e F'Pn

_ "_:r
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hre have to bear in nind a corespondence principle with ordinary

physical schemes. Specifieally we must introduce some analogue of

positive and negative and we nust in some approxinate sense ensure the

pythagorean property. For this purpose, we recall that in Fp, half the

non-zero elements are squares and half are not-squares with the nulti-

plicative properties of positive and negative respectively. The product

of a square and not-square is a not-square, etc. In this lespect, hle

nay define an element as being rpositivet if it is a square and tnegativer

if it is a not-square. To ensure consistency with the sign rules when

transposing mononials from one side of an inequality to the other side,

we further require the minus of a square element of the field, - X e FO

to be a not-square (and vice versa). Hence the element -i = P-l

(mod P) should be a not-square. This requirement is satisfied by

taking P of the form [g];

P = 4n-1 (n integer) (r "7)

We take this to be the case hereafter.

Henceforth, we can speak of |tgreater thantt (>) and ttsmaller thantl

(<) withthemeaningthat X>Y or X<Y accordingtowhether X-Y

is square (trpositiverr) or not-square (ttnegàtive") . However, we realize

that there is stil1 a difficulty: finite fields are non-pythagorean 
-

the sum of two squares can not be always square, so that there is a lack

of transitivity for inequalities. As a consequence, the geonetry whose

points have coordinates in Fp would be depriv6¿of usual metric

relations.

For such a geometry to be valid as physical geometry, hIe must



ensure the pythagoïean property i.e. order relations including trans-

itivity over a large subset E of the field. The requi.rement is ful-

filled by taking an enoflnous prime (estinated by Jarnefelt [10] to be 
,,1,:. 

.;1.,.:,

roughly ro1081) of the form [11] .''.'::r:::

K

P=8X IT {,-1 (1.8)
I1=r 

:.,....-.:

where X is an odd integer and 1I qi is the product of the first K i,',',::',ì,,':.:l',',

odd prines. Then N(l gr - 1og p - to81) consecutive elenents of Fp 
,.,,.,!,,:,,t,t,:,.

obey ordinary arithnetic (the surn of ltpositivesrf is "positivett) . With ;'::"";i""':

these as co-ordinates the corresponding region, called pythagorean 
l

region behaves like ordinary observed physical space.

Inthenextsectionwedeve1opthenotionof''rotation|lforfinit"i

geometry in analogy with ordinary rotation. We denote the finit" 
,

rotation group by R(s,Fp). In Chapter II and III the hononorphism of 
i

R(3,Fp) with 2 x 2 matríces will be worked out. We will see that 
.

not only do we have thehomomorphisrnwith SIN2,F ,) (analogue of SU(2))
P"

but also a hornomorphisrn with the group of 2 x 2 rtrealrr matrices, sl(2rFp) 
,;:,r,;.:,,;,..,.,,',.,,

which has no analogue in ordinary geometry. We only mention here that ::. ,

:: -. . :.. ..r:". 
:

the desired representation of T and O groups is provided by SL(2,F3). ;i"'."",";',';."

To end this section we quote some resufts about quadratic equations

[12] which are used later. The number of sets of solutions
.. .. : ,.

(Xt, X2, XZr) in Fp of the equation; :'i.;i:,1:,,t,;:,¡',

ar*r'+CrXrz +... +Cr^Xr^z=d (1.9)

with m integer, c:- and d non-zero elenents of the field Fp is

given by 
i,,'l..':¡i:,-.i

6.



v=p2m-1_gp*-1

where

1 if (-l)In CtCz . .. C2^ is square
ol=ò

-1 if [-r)m crc, C2^ is not squaïe

Sirnilarly for:

,r*r,'+ ... * cz^*txï**t = d

the number of sets of. solutions is given by:

u=P2m*rPn

where r =

+1 if (-r)t¿ ctcz ... cz^*r is square

-1 if (-l)Ind C1C2 ... C2n*1 is not-square

I.2" Rotation in fínite geometry

The notions of rrrotationrr, rfrotationrr operator and rrrotationrr group

can be defined for finite geometry along the same lines as in ordinary

geonetry. The algebraic procedure is not dissinílar to that of ordinary

geonetry except that here components of any relation take their values

fron the field Fp. With these considerations, rrotationr is an operation

which takes a vector ü into I' endowed with the properties that:

f. irmer products of vectors are invariant under rotation,

2. there is a direction i ("axis of rotationrr) such that under
+->rotation n = ûr,.

The above-said statements can be summarized as:

7.

(1 .10)

(1.11)

(1.r2)



ì:-l"+r.i

8"

+->n.vf

Fron (1.13) and

->->
Vl.Vf

->oI

+->=n.v

(1.14) for

(1.13)

(1.14)

it follows thatthe inner producr ¡ã . üa*)

->
XV)

it follows that:

+-+->+ßnX(nXV)

->-V

n.Va*=0

where VCO denotes the vector which under
.>
Vr i.e.:

(1. 1s)

rotation carries i into

(1 .16)

(1.17)

(1.18)

ü.o=ü'-ü

Now out of the two vectors ú and ü vre can construct tr,ìro ner^r distinct
directions, i.e. ñ x ü and i'x ci x ü); where x srands for the

usual cross product. Equation (1.15) guarantees that vie can write üa*

as the linear combinarion of ñ x ü and Ì xfñ x ü):

++->\I =cxnXV+p.CR

Then fron (1.16) and (1.17)

-++->->
Vr =V+onXV

Equation

+->nX(n

To

(1.18) can

do this we

lvtl
rül = lvzl

L '.1
= e... n.1Jl( J

(1.18) will

be written in matrix form.

denote:

and [ñx1 = ¡a

and rijt the unit

be written as:

with Mit

notation

anti-symrnetric tensor. With this



(1.1e)

(t.20)

(r.21)

being

L. ;ar::-:' : ;

o

Iü']

where Ro'ß is
n

= p0'ß
->
n

given

tvl

R?'ß= 1 + o¿

n

or in compact form

n, )'

;'l

explicitly by

[o -ns ", I [o

f 
ï, :, ;'J 

. 
'l::,

-n-
J

0

t1

to Ro'ß
n

It

(r.22)

(r.23)

condition becornes:

(r "24)

(1.2I) and (7.24) form

M,

->
-n

Using Eqn. (I.23) in (1.22), the orthogonality

11s+
a.o*ß'(á.á) -2ß= 0

*T'ß = 1 + sM * Bl,l2

n

Now equation (1.13) in matrix language is equivalent

orthogonal, í.e.

-R0'ß Ro'ß = f (-= transpose)

(1 + oM * ßiut2) (i - CI¡l + gM2¡ = 1

may be shown that:

<.>->M"=-n.n

and hence;

^fvl' =
-+2.nM-

The set of the rtrotationrr operators defined by



the rtrotationff group. The order of the group CIR is finite and is

determined by (1 .24). To see this, we take 3 = + C2 , where C2 is

any square element of the field. Then (1.24) can be written as:

n)-+-+(*)-*(Cn,Cn)=+2
U_

Íle let *o = ä and Ì = ci'. Whence in terrns of Xo and Ì(Xr,Xz,XS)

(I.24) becomes:

*o'**r'**r'*xr2=+2 (1 .2s)

-----'- llll';':-..:l':;.) .i." t :
:

10.

Now the nurnber of sets of solutions (Xo, Xl, XZ, XS) of (1.25) in Fp

1is found fron (1.10) to be 2(\" - P). We notice that equation (L.zL)

isinvariantunderCx-}-0andÌ*-i,hencethenumbersofdistinct
i

matrices Ro'ß i.e. CIR = P3 - P. rt is to be noted that Ì . i, 
,

n
is not restricted to have the value 1, but can take.,an"y,value in,rth-e:,fi,e,1d,

eVenzeroor''negative|l.Consequent1yI^Iewi11wanttomodifysomewhat
i

the usual notion of ttunit vectorrr.

We recall that for the type of finite field r^re are dealing wíth, . .;:

P the order of the field is such that -1 is a not-square element of the 
:t 

,l,t'i
,..,,',-.'- -

field. Now consider a scalar quantity ü . ü in this fie1d, where 
.",;"'

except the zero elernent, half of the elenents are square and the other
?half not-square, then if k" is any square element of the field:

++)V.V=+k-rO
:: . r'. .i.;l-j
¡ì:,itì.]::ii ::

P ' * = + r,o

OT
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where, k being,the analogue of the length of the vector i, å denotês its

trunit vectorrr. In this way three types of directions wíll arise:

+->
flln .Jt =Qoo

+->(2)nf..1 =1

+->(3)n,.D,=-1
-I -I

Combining the above considerations with the equation (L.24), the |trotationrr 
:,,.

group will split in three ty?es, each type having its own orthogonality l',
ii,

condition derived fron (L.24) i.e.:

po'ß o&'ß Ro'ß - where the indèx of i refers to its type
^-> : K-> t ^-> t
n nl n-l

and the orthSgonality condîtions for these types respectively will be

o2-2g=o

o2*82-2ß=o

o' - ß2 - 2ß =$

the above types can be surnmarized as follows:

->->
n .11 =Qoo

.)

I = a'/2
2_

R3 =1+clM+ .Y*t*
nnnooo

+->
tl.al=1

2"2-d, +^ =l

(r.26)

oT'^=1+oM¡-+(1-À)M3
t1rtl

(r.27)
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+-à
n - . fl - = -I-r -1

-2 2 -

^-o¿=+I
oI'À = I + 0,M* + (f - i)fvf]
t-1 t-1 t-l

(1.28)

It is worth noting that in form { has the appearance of an infinite-
to 

^. õ '.::..;.: .

simal rotation operator, exponential expansion, but truncated; Rl'ß ,'t,'',"'
i'l '

that of the classical case where o and À look like sine and cosine r,:,, ,:,

of the angle of rotation respectively and OI'^ has no analog in Euclidean
n_1

space.

'

1.3. The groups (O) and (T) 
l

.

As we well know, the Octahedral group (0) refers to the set of 
i

rotational symnetries exhibited by a cube and the Tetrahedral group (T)
l

a subgroup of O refers to the set of the rotational symmetries enjoyed 
l

by a tetrahedron. The fact that T is a subgroup of O is well '

understood once we realize that arLy tetTahedron is inscribeable in a cube 
i:,:,,,,_:,,,:,,,,

such that its centroid and vertices are respectively coincident with ¡hs cent- 
,ì,1,1,.t,¡;¡.,

re and al,ternat:ive corners of the cube. For a cube there are 41316 '':'::':"':

symnetïy axes of order, respectively; 31412 giving rise to the 24

rotational symmetry elenents. In the following we show that the ftrotationtt 
,......;;...t....

group of the finite geoïnetry over the field FS i.e. R(3,F3) is iso- -, ::r

morphic to the group O and provides us with a representation of it.

A convenient vüay to designate the 24 rotational symnetry elenents

of the cube is to introduce the indices hI, h2, h3 [13]:
_rìri:-i;:.:i :i::

i:, a',,,,-ì., ,,
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relevant

a) (hf hz hs) stands for an axis ñ having directional ratios

hI, hZ, hS with respect to the three mutually perpendicular

edges of the cube.

b) A bar (-) on top of the index represents the sign of the

relevant index.

c) (hthzhr)g/zr stands for the matrix operator describing

rotation through angle 0 about (hf hZ hS) in the sense

of a right hand rotation.

Now considering a cube (seeFigure 1) it is easy to designate the

set of 24 syrmetry elements as follows:

t,,, (oot)

(oto)

( ïrT)

Fig.1.

TABLE I

1 ç (r L¡L/s Gt.¡r/s 6ú)r/3 (rlr1r/5

Gr¡-r/s (iIr)-rls (fu11-t/s (rr11-1/:

QLÐT/2

QtÐr/2

III we have

TABLE II

eLqr/ 4 
eoDr/ 

4

QIÐI/2 QoÐt/2

(o1o) -r/a 
çooL)-L/4

TABLE III

GoÐr/z ¡-1¡¡r/2

çro11r/2 ¡1¡¡r/2

respectively,

Qoq)L/ 
4

QoÐr / 
2

(roo;r/4
(r r¡)

/ Ctoo)

Note that for axes of I, II, and



)))lni+t'r'+lnr'= 3

)??h1-*h2-*nr-=t

nr'*nr'*nrt=,

Considering rotation of a vector around an axis with unit vector

ã through an angle 0, we have for the rotation natrix operator

R+(0) = 1 + sine[f, x1 + (1 - cosO) tñ x]2 (r.zs) 
,n :,,,,'.,,,.,,

the above matrix for axis fi with directional ratios h.,hz and hS is

R+(0) = (hl nrnr)o/"
h 

= 1 + +-19 r,,r-- * ¡1 - goso) u] (1.30)nih'ñ

where h2 - hr * hrt * nr', Mr = [È x] and tt xlit = ,ijk hj.
h .Í;

Now in Table I we have that 0 = 0, 2T, t?. Thenfor the relevant

matrices we will have:

(hthzhs)o = (hr hz hr)zT = t

(hthznr)l L/3 = L !, tf . å 4

14.

(1.31a)

(1. 3lb)

1.:':.

(Note that in (1.31b) correspondence of sign is in the order written)

Furthermore, the matrices in (1.31b) have only 0, I I for their

entries. This can be seen by writing (1.31b) explicitllr in terms of

hI, h2 and h3t

'.:ir;i:h: ;r::
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(hthznr)!/s=I+I/2
o -hs h,

h, o -hr

-h2 hr 0

-(hzz * hr2)

hzht

hrh,

+ I/2

hth, ñrh,
))

- (h; + h;) hzhs

hz\ -(hÍ * nrz)

(r.32)

Fron (1.52) the diagonal and off-diagonal entries are:

(hr hz nr)lr/t = 1 + I rnr' - n?l

(1.,33)

(hthznr)i!:'t = TG ,i¡r hr' + h.h.)

NowinTableI ht,hZ,hS areall .1, nr'=nr'=nr'=1 and

t?= hÍ * nr' * hs2 = 3. Then it is clear that:

(h1h?h<)i.1/3 = t * ! o - sl = Q andL¿rií

(hrnrhr)iï/3 = o,+ 7

We recall that according to our representation of FO (see egn. L.2),

FS is represented by nunbersnoduloS i.e. F, = {0,I,2} or equivalently

F, = {0,1,-1}, since 2 = -1 (nod. 5). Taking this to be our view of

the nunbers 0r1 and -1, then with regard to our discussion about

rnatrices in (1.31), axes and matrices of Table f can just as well be

taken as over FS, rnoreover the following correspondence is imnediate:



Table I

!-a ::::l- i i¡, 11;:i ::lr:::1:.:iji:;llj¡:i!:;¡

-ànof--------+ the finite geonetry over F3,

*h2-*hS-=3=0)

-------* *3'o (i.e. cr = o in
n

16.

o¿=11 and

respectively) .

.>
Ìr of

M rM-> -)hn

-> ->n .rloo

tl 't,l

2

o

2(since n.,.'

o

(hth2hs)11/3----* r + r/2 M*
to

=1;M -M2->->hn

+L/24
no

= p;I,-l (i.e.
n

(hrhzhs) 0 = 1

=f

oT'ß)
n

o

2,'fi 2 rT
T-

taJJß=-1 in oT'ß, o¿ = -1, + 1

n
o

(hthzhz)r/ 3 
=

(hrh2hì-r/3

ooo
corresponds to

In a similar way it can be shown that natrices in Table II and III

also have for their entries only 0, + 1. Consequently, axes and rnatrices of

Table rr (Table rrr) aïe respectively ñ, and nl'ß'ti-r tna nl'ß) of the.Lñl

finite geometry over Fr. The above results can be summarized as:

=[

o-1,
->
n

o

= Rl'
n

o

-1

-1

(L.33a)

(hrhzhs) t/ 4 
=

(hrh2h3) r/2

(hrhzhì-r/ 4

ol,t
t1

0.-1=R'
i1

= o;l't
tI

(1.33b)



i_l . fi_r - -r; (hrhzhs)r/2 
=

0rt1 ; r = nl'o
n

o3, t
t-1

17.

(1.53c)

+->n.n=

::::



CHAPTER II

REPRESENTATION OF THE FINITE GEOMETRY ROTATION

GROUP OVER TFIE IICOMPLEXI' FINITE FIELD

INTRODUCTION

In ordinary geometry cornplex numbers and complex rnatrices have

been very useful. In particular, the set of unitary natrices with

determinant +1 (denotedby ofl,r{U), where UeSU(2),-i<n<j t14l)

most conveniently present all the (2j + I) diner,rsional irreducible

repïesentations of the rotation group (j = 0, L/2, L,3/2, ...). In

quantum mechanics the irreducible representatíons of the rotatíon group

find a direct application: the angular momentum operators are identified

with the generators of rotation and the dinension (2i + 1) of the

representation is identified with 2j + I degenerate states of the

angular momentum.

Analogou's:. techniques can be developed in finite geometry, where

one is dealing with a finite field Fp instead of the reals. An

analogous extension of Fp is considered as the frconplexrr finite fieId.

Unitary matrices and unitary transfornation are then defined as usual.

Moreover the irreducible representations of the finite rotation group

R(3rFp) are developed in nuch the same r^ray as for the ordinary rotation

group [ls].

In this Chapter, rtcornplexificationtr of Fp will be introduced and

in section (2) the finite geonetry's version of ofl.,r(u) for i = I/2

will be presented. This will be denoted by SU(2,F ?) in analogy with
P-
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the well known special unitary group SU[2) [16].

2.L" T?iê cofirplê* finité fiéld

By the ftcomplexification'r of the finite field Fp we mean the

extension of Fp to F ^2, which can be considered as Cartesian product
P-

of the field Fp with itself, i.e. F 2 = Fp @ Fp. We recall that for
P. I

the type of prime P we are dealing with (P = 4n - 1, n integer); -1

is not a square elenent in Fp. Then we can consider the conplex field

F^Z to be the I'realr' field Fp with i = ft adjoined. Then the
P-

usual conplex notation can be used conveniently: an element Z F F'P2

canbewrittenas Z=X+iy hrith X and yeFp.

The algebra of the finite conplex field is in many hlays sinilar

to that of the ordinary conplex numbers ll7l. However, due to the

finiteness of the field, some new features arise:

(a) For P = 4n - 1, we have:

.P .4n - I ..r4n 1t_=l-=[IJT
l-

1i= (+1) + = :T = -í (2.I)
at

(b) For any Z = X + iy e F .t we have that:
P"

. -PZ' = (X + iy)'

= I tlt *P-K (iy)K ,
K=o

where

fP.I = _ P!
'K' (P-K) !K!

¡. _:

':ì:l'

il::
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Itre reca11 thât every F _ is of characteristic P (i.e. PX = 0,PN

for all X e F - eqn. 1.5), so the only non-zero terms in the above
PN

binonial expansion are for K = 0 and K = P. Hence,

-P P -. .PL =x +[tyj

PP=x _J-y

Now using Fernatfs theoren (ref. l7l), we have:

(2.3)

Px=x
Py =y

Then eqn" (2.3) will be written as:

D*
.LZ-=x-iy=Z

Fron eqn. (2.4) it follows that:

(2.4)

-P+1 --* 2 2L =LL =x +y (2.s)

We draw attention to the fact that ZP 
* 1 while being the analogue of .,,,,,,r,rr;1,.

,:: :r': '

the nodulus-squared of an ordinary conplex number is not necessarily ,, ', ','1
, .,,¡,'.,,. ,-.,,.,

Itpositivert but it can be rrnegativef t as we1l. This is understood once

we realize that for the finite field Fp the sun of two squares ("pos-

itivesr) can be either ftpositive -rt oï rrnegativetr. rn fact in Fp a 
.. 

,:,::::,
quadratic equation of the form *r' * xrz = + d (d any square element i:::.':'.:,.'":'"

of the field) has solutions for both rrsignstt and in each case there are

P + I solutions to ít (eqn. 1.10). Now in ordinary complex number

theory, a complex nunber of unit modulus represents a unit vector or

l:::r: t. ',t;...
,.:,.-..Ì:...-,
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f -.. .ìa.. . l

i.:.a..'

direction in the complex plane. Then in this view for F ) there are
P-

thto sets of directions:

1. directions which nay he considered as usual directions.

ur=À+iu with x2*u2=1.

2. directions which have no analogue in ordinary complex planes/

E=v+i0 with ,2*þ2 =-1.
(c) The ors and Ets defined above can be used as the basis of

a polar forn for finite conplex numbers. In this sense any elenent Z of

F 2 can be written as one of the forns z Z = eu or Z = pEi where
P- Dr-r ?Yp e Fp is zero or some |tpositivettelenent of Fp and û)''' = ûrr) = 1;

tP 
+1 = EE* - -1. The set of all ots and E,s give all possible

directions of the finite "complex planef', analogous to the set of uio

for all angles in the ordinary conplex plane. We renark that the product

of two Ets is an o and the product of a I by an o is another E.

2.2 The group SU(2 ,FpZ)

In ordinary geonetry the set of 3 x 3 - real orthogonal natrices

with deterrninant +1 form the rotation group COå). Under the operation

of any rotation gïoup elenent on a vecror ür ¡ü1 * ¡üt 1 such rhar; the

ñl Iü'l = ñl tü1, i.e. rhe lengrh of rhe vector renains invarianr. A

homonorphic representation of the rotation group can be furnished by the

2 x 2 unitary matrices (SU(2)). For this purpose, then a vector V

is represented by a mattix of the forn

-+ ->T=O.V=

ttr]

otvt

[;;

* o2v2 *

+ lV,

o-v-
JJ

vI -
-v-J

i:': ii"r::
(2 "6)



where o. are the Pauli matrices
1

lo 1l fo
-ll.''=lot=lt r-l '2= 

Lt

Under a unitary tranformation U e

Tt = UTUt:

(a) the trace of the natix is

Tt being Hernitian, Tt

o.
J

(det.

+ (1 - cosrfr) ti xl ti xl

[::]
{J = 1, UUt =

;l
su(2);

invariant. Then, with T

must have the same form as

vi - :.vrl

'l-v_ |óJ
variant, i.e,

1) i.e.

))

,:::.'::.;:.:l

[v'-
Tt=ã.ü'= l,' I

[v, * iv'

(b) Also the determinant is in

and hence

T, i.e.

(2.7)

(2.e)

(2. 10)

recal 1

is of the

-+ -> ->.V=Vr.Vl

Note that also 1U both inPlY

The above suggests that

where R*(iJr) is given by,
n

(2.8)

the same transforrnation.
+

SU(2) and 0g' are homomorPhic and

->
V

R*(il)=1+sinülñx]
n

The corresponding 2 x 2 unitary rnatrix is given [18] by

U*(iIl) = + (Cosrf /2 t + i sinrlt/2 ã 'i')
n

In the following we establish in a not dissinilar way the

correspondence of oT'ß , R(3,Fp) with u3'ß , SU(2,F^ù. We

nnP-
that in the classical case, a general group element of SU(2)

forn:

[:". I[J= with detU = 1, n, v ordinary complex nunbers.
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Analogously, in finite geonetry a general group element of SU(2,F ?)
P"

can be written as:

ln vl
u=l l,n, andvrFo.

L -u* nf Po

Now in connection with the condition detU = 1, the equation

rì n* + v v* = I (this is an equation of the form

)t))Xr'*X2'* X3"*X4"= 1 with

Xl, X2, Xg and XO e Fn) in a finite field Fp has P" - P = llR

solutions (see eqn. 1.10) instead of 2OR (0n denotes the order of

the finite geometryrs rotation group). This then shows that it is

irnpossible to have, according to the sirnplest analogy with the classical

case discussed above , ã I to 2 honomorphisn of R(s,Fp) into su+¡z ,F 2),
P.

(+ refers to det U = +1). Note that, however in a finite field where

the sun of squares can be frnegativerr we can have det U =-1 . We will see

tlnat-, infact we have the hornorphism of R(3,Fp) into SU(2,F_Z); the
P-

group of natrices U hlith deterrninants of either 11 or -1. In view

of the above consideration, the group of natrices U is denoted by

SU!(2:F ) = SU(2,F 
") 

where + and - refers to the fact that the'P¿P"
group is formed of matrices with determinant of either +1 or -1.

Let us recall that in finite geometry, the rotation of a vector

ü in vector notation is erpressed by (eqn. 1.18):

+ + + + + +->Vr=V+onXV+ ßnX(nXV) (2.rr)

->->
where n is the axis of rotation with o,ß and n satisfyíng the



tL

equation:

) ?-+ ->
o,- + ß-(n . n) = 2g (2.r2)

Now, the 2 x 2 matrix representation of üt is furnished by the Pauli

matrices:

(2.r3)

Taking advantage of the identitY¡

+ -> + + + + -> + -> -+->
O . Vr = O . V + crg . nXV + ß O . nX(nXV)

+++++->o.Vr=(1 -ß/2n.n)o.V
s++-+++->

+ icl"/2 [(ó . ú)(ó. n) - (o . n) ¡ó . ú11 e.Ls)
+->-++->->+ g/2 (o . n)(o . V)(o . n).

on the other hand the transformationt ð . ü * ã . üt equivalently

can be written as:

È . Ì' = A(A . ü¡¡f where AAt = 1 (2.16)

In analogy with the classical unitary transformation natrix 
"ioU*[ú)

ie(where e*" is a phase factor and U*(tIr) is the matrix given by
n

eqn. 2.I0) the matrix A will be written as:

++->->++++->(o . n)(o . v) = n . v + i o . n XV ,

equation (2.13) is then transformed to:

A=a*iUð.Ì where a and beFo2

Using (2.I7) ín (2.16) we will have that

(2.r4)

: ì ij: :i:
:.:':Ì'::.

(2.r7)
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->++++++->o . Vr = (a * ib. o . n)Co . V)(a* - ib* o . n)

+->=aa*o.V

+ i[a*bCð. Ìl(ð. ü) - ab*Cü. iltð. ãl]

+ bb* (ð . il Cð . Ìl Cã . il e.LB)

It is evident that if Ro'ß is to correspond to A the right-hand side
ñ ...:.,,,,,

of equation (2.15) must be equal to that of equation (2.18). For this :',,.,;,,..
:,-_:,. -:.'.

to be so the following equalities must be satisfied: tt,,,, j,,

-> ->aa*=L_g/2n.n

ab*=ba*=-d,/2

bb*=ß/2

(2 "rs)

where o2 * g2¡ñ . ì; = 26 and o,ß - and n. e Fo.

In solving the above equations for a and b; two cases are

considered:

CASE (I): g/2 is square - as it was mentioned earlier any elenent 
,,.1,,1:.,::

Z of F , could be written in one of the forms: ,,,,,,,,','.':,,

P' ', i,
":'t,',,t',Z=Øn .::

p e F- (2.20)

Z=eE
- iö.

where ûJ's and E's rvere defined as polar form analogues of e-"s. Now 
::: ::::

considering eqn. (2.Ig) üie can write: [';'''¡';'':'

b=gn
(2.21,)

a = pr(¡),

then bb*= e2r^*=p2=g¡2 or



p = ffi i.e" f'positive[ root of ß/2 also

âb*=ba*=ppt(r)*(rl

= pp rt-Ì,{d I x

=-d/2

(note that: oûJr* = üJ*ûJt = (rrrealrr e F.) = + 1) Whence:

pr = - î 6 #t , and r{e can then write A as:

-+

4nrC[rß ol '2 I .,ß + ->

û) =(-; /É fttt'+i{i oo'n)

- cr, ,2 .;E + +.=r,r(-;/tr+íli o.n) (2.22)

Now let us denote:

26.

(2.23)

(2.24)

|' .,. ¡i ¿1. i":. .t:

iÍ:i,,1

Where the + sign on the U refers to the deterrninant of the natrix
?. ^2. -

ü which ís cx,- _: ß- (n.n) = | - rhen2B L'

+
Al'o'ß=tü*o'ßüJn

Note that, in (2.19), when $/2 = 0; then ü, = 0 and hence

->

nnrorg+0r0=1.A--=trlli.e.U*ûJn

CASE (II): g/2 is not-sq To solve eqn. (2.I9) in this ,..:,.:. :
iì: : ': '::'
l 1:;:-'-:::ir:

case, we should write a and b as:

a = ptlt

b=gE

then



1'7

OT

also

bb*= p2El*

=-p2=g/2

p=Æn-

p' = -7,ÆF dF
(note that again: E Et* = E*Et * 1)

As a result, A for this case will be given by:

of,o,ß = (- î,æ ,-ä Et * i,,@p g È . i)

= E (* i lZß * i,@1ð . ã) e.2s)

Again, we denote:

û0'ß = T,m ¡- ílW È . i e.z6) 
,

n

where the - sign refers to the determinant of the matrix being -1 
'..,.,,r,-,

2 ^2 fn - nì - .:":.r":

¡aet Úl'ß = - -åil@ - -1), then ':: ::

ñ ¿, 
'..,',',.

Afr,o,ß=gtfl,ß e.27)sñ

Now the unitary transformation:
i1. 

"''':"+ + +' + :r::'::
Ao.V Al with AA =1,

in view of the above discussion, will become

i:i:..i.::,;

t.:...
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*i'o'ß) (ð . üi coi'"'ß)t = ur*(û*o'ß) (å . ü1 ¡ú*o'ß¡T
nn

and

= (+1) (tr**'ß) rð . ül ¡û*o'ß; T

nn

= (det û*"'ßl cTrro, 
ß) (Ë . ü¡ ¡ü*o, 

ß1 t
nnn

(2.2e)

(2.3r)

*g'o'ß) (ð . b cof'"'ß)r = 6E*(úî'ß) (ð . ü¡ ¡ul'ß)t-nn

= (-1) coT,ß) ¡ð . ü1 ¡ol,ß¡t
nn

= (det ,uT'ßl G3'ß) (o . v) cúl'ß1t
nnn

(2.30)

The set of all matrices Ú*o'ß and il'ß defined by (2.2s) and (2.26)
nn

for all possible o,ß and ; is indeed what we denoted by SU!¡Z ,rrZ).

Also according to the above considerations to every rfrotationft operator

R e R(5,F0) there corresponds sorne +U e SUÈ-(2,F_2), where the
P-

relevant rrrotationrr in terms of U is expressed by:

(ð . ü'1 =(aet u)ufÈ . ü)utr

Moreover, if Rl, R2 and R, = RrR, e R(3,F0) correspond respectively

to + U.,, + U, and U, e SU! (z,F_Z), from (2.3I) it then followsr-¿JP"

that:

:: t _..:':- -

Ug = UtU2 i.e. R1R2* I UfUZ
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Therefore the set of all natrice, ú*o,ß rrrd û*o,ß i.e" (sut(2,F r)nnP"
provides a homonorphic representation of the ,rotation" group R(3,Fp).

Also according to our notation in cases (r) and (rI) of this section,

the correspondence between Ro'ß and uo'ß can be surnrnarized as:
nn

R0'ß (ß/2 I'positive'r) -> + Û'o'ß
nn

(2.32)

Rd'ß (g/2 "negative,,¡ *t-u l'ßnn

2".3. Modular Irreducib-1e representations of SU*(2,FnZ)

To end this Chapter, we note that all the irreducible representations

of sut-(2 ,F ") 
are constructed. ín a way not dissinilar to that of

P.
SU(2) [15] 

- 
The honogenous monomials

ffr(u, v)

m and j are

F .) are taken
P.

SU(2,F.) with
P.

- *rJ
-tì m

t+m .1 -mu' v-

both integers. or half integers,

as a basis of the carrier space.

a general group element

detU=11,

(2.33)

ij, and NJ,

the

(where

Ur VL

group

-J < m <

Then for

[J=
[:". ;]

the transfornation

t(o)¡u) rflt,r,v) = rlculcfli = NJ (n*, - w)J+m ¡v*u + ¡y¡J-n

Ì, o,Í1;o'(Ð r*(u,')
i.?1:1:l

(2.34)



defines one set of (2j + l) dirnensional representations of

hrirh nfl;") Cul given by [1e]

ojl:o) (Ð = Ë 'i"Ü*l' jqn') 
ci-** "j-'-mrm t-r - 

,.. k=ru*(ä, n-nf ) "i. tk+mr-m

The representation o(j '1) ¡u1

is irreducible if and only if

above discussion the labël j

irreducibJ-e representations of

labe1 e, all the irreducible

given by the set:

{o(j,") (u) t ofr;ficul = (der u1e ofl;0) (u)} ,

30.

+

su-(2 ,F 2)
p

+

u e sÜ-(2 ,F 2)p

is inequivalent to lj'0(u) and likewise

i :+ [1s, 2o]- rn view of the

will no longer suffice to specify alL the
+

SU ¡Z,F Z), introducing a new two-valued
p

representations found so far will be

-/a-1 :'. : r.¡-.
Il: .:. I.i

x ¡j-rn'*q*j+n-k uk ¡_u*¡k-m+ml (2.3s)

rt nay be shown that the representations {l(j'o)(u)lj=o,r/2'r,."."."}

are irreducible if and only if i :o ; 
t i.e. (j-0,I/2,...... }llL

[15,20]. Moreover the appearance of natrices U of deterninants -1
+

in SIj-(z ,F Z) leads to the possibility of another set of representations
Èpfor SU(z, F ,) z

p

{ou't)(u)l ofl;t)cul = det u nfi;0) j = 0,r/2,1 ... +t,

(2.36)

j = 0, I/2,7

e = 0rl

P-1'"'T
where

(2.37)
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It is worth noting that fron a quantrm rnechanical þoint of view,

is a new quantum numb.er: an interpretation of e supported by experi-

rnental evidence has been given by Beltrametti, where he has associated

it with Leptons [15, 20J.



CHAPTER IIT

TI-IE I'REALII 2-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATION OF THE

FINITE GEOIUETRY ROTATION GROUP

SUMMARY

In previous chapters I4Ie studied the feature of geonetrícal concepts

in the framework of finite geonetry. We saw that in such a geometry,

although its analytical nachinery is not dissinilal to that of ordinary

geometry, due to the very fact that the field is finite and the sum of

its square-elements may be a not-squaïe element; some neür features arise.

For exanple, in Chapter (I), ü¡e sar^r that, besides the usual type of
-+,+->direction n - fn+1 - r*1 = 1) and its relevant rotation operator R*+I'+1 +1 n _

we have direction, io(ño . io = 0) and i'-rCì-, .l-r - -t) wíth 
+l

their corresponding rotation operators R+ and R* . Also in Chapter
no n-l

(II), when dealing with all the irreducible representations of rotation

group R(3,Fp), we saw that the label j does no longer suffice to

specify the representation, but a new doublevaluedlabel (e = 0,1),

besides j is indeed necessary. Furthermore, in the following we will

see that for the finite geometryrs version of SU(2): i"e. SUÉ¡Z,F 1),
PO

as against the classical case, there exists a similarity transformation

under which any element u of sul¡z,F .) will transform into a ,realrt
P.

2 x 2 matrix. The set of such transformed natrices is indeed what we
+

mean by SL-(2,F.): It is to be understood that the trealt represent-
++

ation sL-(2,Fp) is isonorphic to sli-(2,F_z) and consequently homo-
P-

morphic to the I'rotationtt group R(s,Fp). In the following, after saying
;;.1,¡!:a::r:., :
Ì'::.::lil;\
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as much as needed to specify the group SL(2,F'), the special case

P = 3 will be considered (Sec. 2 of this chapter) and thereby the simple

representation of the Octahedral group (0) will'be presented. The

simplicity of this representation will be illustrated by few examples.

+

3.I . The . group SL-(2, Fp)

To specify the gr.oup SL-(2,F') it is sufficient to find 1¡s sinilarity .,','-",
++

transformation between SU-(2,F Z) and SLI(2,F'). In doing so, we consider
p t " 

,',...;'':,,,t..,,,.,t;.'

the similarity transfornation of U the general element of the group
+

SU-(2,F ,) by a natrix S with det S I 0.
P"

Considering the equations (2.23) and (2.26) the general element
+

of the group SÜ-(2 ,F c) is written as:
P-

u=r *ið.È (g.1)
o

Where o: (í = 7, 2, 3) are the Pauli matrices,
1

t , t.(i = 1, 2, 3) e F- and-i' ' P

2->->t-+t.t=+1o-

Under a similarity transformation S; U transforrns to

-1 -+ ->SUS'=t +iT.t
o

where

-1T.=So.S'l-L

It is convenient to introduce rj matrices as:
L

(3.2)

(3.3)

!::.Lt:a:.'

Àì.r:
l:.1::'

(3.4)



(3. s)

(3.7)

(3" 8)

ij¡ï':-.'.ì
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T.=iT.t-].

lhe r: natrices satisfy the following relation;L'

-> ->
T. = o . I.1L

Using (3.7) in (5.6) we have:

¡ð. ir)cð. ij) = -ôrj * rijk¡ð. Ìu)

The left-hand side of (5.8) can be expressed as:

.i.j = t(;!. o. o.)s-l

--s(ôij*trrjOoo)s-l

- - ôij * ri¡k rk (s.6)

where

Moreover, since under a sinilarity transformation the trace of a natrix

remains invariant, Ti matrices are of trace zeto (trace oi = 0), and

hence can be written as:

s if j
ô.. -LJ 1 i= j

¡ð . ir)cË . Ì¡) =li . lj * i A . Ì, xÌ. (3. e)

Comparing the right-hand sides of (3.8) and (5.9) we nay set up the

following equalities:

+-+I. . f . = - ô..LJLJ
+ (3. i0)

í(f. Xf.l=e..- Í.' 1 -J' i_jk -t(
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re-
->r..

l_

choice

Now to find

-1SUS'=

that:

->t=L

S such

->t - r.

i]

'|i .i: --'

where

o

+

L e SL-(2,FP),

r¡ie need to choose the matrices ti

relation:

such that while they satisfy the

matrix entries (tr)*n, e FO, This

appropriate choice of the vectors

first equation in (3.10) that the

(5. 1 1)

will then have:

tk'

the

by an

d the

T.T. =-6.. + e...1J ]-J 1JK

they are al so rrrealrr, i. e. ,

quirement can be fu1filled

It is evident fuon (3.7) an

lol
rÌrl = | tl

LOJ

is a suitable one, since we

[o -il
'3= L, ,j

->With IS as in (3.11), the

are of the forn:

other thro vectors i.e. i-
_t

rizl

(3.12)

and ì2 in (5.10)

:l

ll,l

tr=[;:J

IÌnr =

result:

.1 = 
t

and as a

(3.13)

where
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(3.14)

by

1abe1s

))y +0 =-l

Itle remark that:' in a finite field Fp, there are P + 1 solutions to an

equation of the form *r' * *r' = -r, (see Eqn. 1.10). îhus we nay take

y and ô in (3.14) to be elements of Fp. In this sense, then the

matrices r: and hence SUS-I - t^ - Ì . ¿ are rrrealrr. Now, thel-o

transformation natrix S can be found by solving, sinultaneously, two

of the natrix equations in:

S o. S-1 = i 'r.
11

the Pauli matrices and

where

Then

the

(r)

the

are

aTe

S

o.
1

given in (5.I2) and (3.13).

is:
.Jy + iôl V Ê 6 e F.

I where '.,- 
- - P (s.ts)

6-iyl y'+6'=-1
I

+

cified in (3.15), the group SL-(2,F') is given
+

U e SU-(2,F ?)]. To be more specific about the
P-

we remind that under a sinilarity transformation

matrix is invariant and hence:

= {su*s-l,V u* e su+ (z,F )) det u+ = 1}
P.

spe

V

),

fa

T.
l_

solution for

l'- ig= 
I

lr
L

with S as

-ìset; {SUS ':
+

sL (2,FP

determinant o

The

- - -r \ r -= {SUs ':V ú e su¡z,F t) det u- = -t}
P-

sL+ (2, Fp)

sL- (2, FP)

i::;a

(3. 16)



+

We remark that for U; an element of SU (2,F t), the trans-
P; _+

fornation corresponding to the rotation of a vector V + Vr is expressed

by:

37.

(3.17)

Now under a similarity transformation by S (S as in (3.15)) equation

(3.I7) becomes:

->+-1 +++-ls(ó. v')s - = detu s u(o. v) ur s -

= deru (sus-l) [s(A . ùs-t] ¡suTs-11 (s.18)

where we have that

sus-l=Les*[(z,Fo)J,

o . Vr = detU U(o. ÐÚf

(5. 1e)

Ì )-..

and

Then (3.18) is written as:

-> -1 ->SoS-=ir

+ -1 -1detU(SUrS -) = L

+ + -+ + -1T.Vr=L('r.V)L-

iiiom (3.19) it follows that the 'trealn matrix L = SUS-I, I4lith the

transformation rule as specified by the right-hand side of (3.19),

describes equivalently the same rotation as U in (5.17) does, and like-

wise if + U correspond to R sone element of R(3,Fp), equivalently

we have the correspondence: R + + L . In view of the above discussion,

the correspondences in (2.32) now read:



ç'U (S/2 'rposirive',) * * ,ü;o'ß s-l = * {o,ß e sl, (2,Fp)
nnn

4'gßt, rfnegariver) + + tü;o,ßs-l = * f,_no,U e SL(2,F0)
nnn

(3.20)

Using equations (2.23) and (2.26), the ffrealr' matrices L will be

given in terms of cr, ß and Ì as:

f.o'u = -ri/â . /t i. i) , ß/z 'rposirive,,
n

î'cr, ß .s, /-ì /--T -à +-L*'-=(;{ -ã-/-i r.n), ß/2rrnegativett (5.2I)
n

where. as before o2 * g2(i . i') = zß.

rn the following section, sL(2,Fp) for p = 3 will be treated.

The comespondence of the octahedral group (0) and sL(2,F3) will then

be incorporated in a single fornula.

3.2. Simple representation of the groups fT) and l0l

rn section (4) of chapter (r), when discussing the rotationa . ,,; 
.,

.'' 
:

synunetries enjoyed by a cube i.e. the group (o) and its subgroup (T),

we showed that the t'rotation't group of the finite geometry over F s,
i.e. R(s,Fs), is isornorphic to the gïoup (0) and provides us with a

ra'.,tr.tì:
S-dimensional representation of it. Arso in the previous section of i::¡::1'¡'1 ;

this Chapter, we saw that the group SL(2,F0), i.e., the set of all
matrices tT'ß in (3.21) for all possible rrrotationrrparamters o, ß

+nand r, is hornomorphic to the group R(grFp). Therefore for p = 3, the 
ilÌ,r:i:.,,::

38.



ffrealn rnatrices tT'ß as well will provide us with a representation of
n

the group (0). In this representation each one of the 24 synrnetry

elements tabulated in Tables (I) to (III) of Chapter (I), is represented

by an element of SL(2,FS) up to a sign ambiguity, i.e.,

(hthzn¡a/nr + + L e sL(2,F0)

We recall that according to our representation of Fp (see Eqn.

(I.2) Fg is represented bynumbersnodulo 3 i.e. Fg = {0 = 3,I,-I = 2}

where (1) and (-1) are respectively the only trpositiverf and 'rnegativerr

elements of F-. This being the case, the natrices tI'ß in g.2L)
P"n

now become:

$=r(ß=-l)

$= -t(ß = 1)

+

39.

where the

in FS.

0,=0, ß=0

natrices ai,

The P.+ 1= 4

* f*o'-l = (cl
n

f0'1 =-¡cr
n

Loio = 1-+
î

are obtained

solutions to

.>->
-'r.n)e

+->+T.n)e

by solving the

this equation

(2,F 
s)

(2,F 
s)

(3"22) ,

2^2equatr_on Y +ô --1
aTe:

(3.23)

Then frorn

SL

+

SL-

': ,:':: t .

f- 1l

l,l
1

1

['] 
.r

.'* 
[;] =

f'l
Lol

Now it is conve

(3.I2) and (5.1

tr=

li],lt,l
nient to choose the

3) the .i rnatríces

[i il

L, ,l '2=

t

solu

are:

-1 'l
rl L3 -

'ir,::..'

t.

(3"24)
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The correspondence of the group o and the group R(g,F3) was

established in section fQ of chapter (r), the results are given through

(7.33a to 1. 33c). Below we reproduce these results and in junction to , l
-.,.., l..a-

them we give the corresponding tTrß ,s obtained fron (5.22).
n

+->n.n=Oo o 
:: ..',r.

(hr hz nr)'/t = *;t,-1* + (1 + ? . io) , ,, ,

to 
.il .....

(h, hzhr)2/S=*l'-t* + (-t*i.i^) (3.2sa) :'.''.',rr-ro_\--..o/

nl.t1=1

(hr hz nr)t/o = R1'1 ---* 1 (1 * i . i-l
i, 1

(ht hz nr)\/' = *3,-t --+ * Ì . i,
t1

(ht hz nr)t/o = Yl,t 
-+ (-1 * i . Ìr) G.zsb)

ì, . i, = -ri(h,h^h-)r/2 =R9'1-* * I . ñ --r -r L ¿ s- -> -1t-1

+ + ôn¡.1=0, 11 ;l=Rir"* +1
n

Now we renark'that, according to our consideration in section (s) of :ì::r'].;::i

->
chapter (r), h(hl h2 hs) in the above relations in each case on the

left is ïepïesentatively the sane as ñ on the right (i.e. when hl,
h.r, and h, are considered to be mod. 3). Also in the notation used¿ J 

: :.:,
to designate the cubic synnetry elements (rotational), we replace ( ) ;:..',,,,'.:''':':

(3. 2sc)
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-> -+n .rì=0 -"oo

,,i.ñr=o - lhthznrl'/'= * Ì . i = i çt+z - Ì . irl

where (i) and (j) in the right-hand side of (3"26) are to be

considered numbersmodulo 3, moreover as we mentioned earlier hr, h2

by [ ], i.e. (hr hz nal?/zt' * I\ hzîrl?/Zn, where rhe change is

only rneant to ernphas.ize our reference to the 2-dimensional rrrealrt re-

presentation of the relevant symmetry operator. Then in view of the

above discussion and relations (3"25a) to (3.25c), the rrrealrr 2-vaLued

2-dimensional representation of the group (0) is expressed as:

lhthznrl'/t = + (1 * Ì . io) = + (1 + 3 + i . i^l

lhrhznr\'/t =+(-1 *?.io) =+(2+s+..io) :

lhthznrlt/o =+ (1 .i.{l =+ (-1-4.?.4, =i (L+4- ?.ir)

[hr hz nr]t'o = +(-1 * È. ìr) = + (-3-4 *1. ir) = r (z+4 - ?. il

î_r.n-"_r=-t [hthznr]t/'= * ì. i_, =; (L+2 - î. i_r),

; .i,', ,'.,'
and the unit elenent *1 = :(å il . Now in general denoting any of ,., , 

,

the above operators by lht hznrlí/i, where i/ j is the order of r:'..",¡',.,

rotation and depending on the relevant operator it has one of the values t

I/ 3, 2/ 3, I/ 4, L/2, 3/ 4, the corresponding 2 x 2 rtrealtr matrix' up

to a sign arnbiguilLy is written as: 
;,', ,,,,,

lhthznrli/)= + [i + j + (-r)LÈ.iu] G.26)
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and hS, are considered to be elenents of FS (mod. 3) and hence ñ = iU.

Equation C3"26) is infact the simple formula we promised to give. Clearly

with this forrnula at hand, the explicit 2 x 2 matrix coïresponding to

any of the cubic symmetry elements (rotational) is easily determined" It

is fron this point that there is no need of a written list of the

rnatrices or a table;

We can sinply ask for the desired synnetry element, then , h1, h2,

hg and i/i are decided and hence the relevant matrix. For example,

let us ask for LIILII/S, then we will have

i ri:,....:..:i;

E'-tr/s = I rd ir . (1 1r) * (it il . (l ;tl

=f(å il nore 1+i=1 (mod.s)

1o give another example let us ask for fttolr/2:

Fron the appearance of the matrices in the above example, it is

seen that they are in forn simple; i.e. they are smal1 and for their

entries they have nothing except 0, 1, ror -1. Clearly this kind of

sinplicity is comnon to all of the natrices obtained in the way pre-

scribed. For them the natrix multiplication is direct and sinple and

not tedious at all. Moreover, to end our discussion we show that there

is no need of the group multiplication table, since once we have the

_ 1/? -1 + -È
[110]-tu = + (l + 2 + (-1)^ r . n,)

-1

=*i.T=II(1 1r)*(;t i,l :,, .,,,_:ì.ti -!.. .

- -o -1' - -o 1' '" '; 
"= + [-1 0 J = * (1 0J :,.,',,: 

,
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explicit matrix i.e. the conpact form of the right-hand side of (3.26),

üie can decode it hack into the group spectrum. Decoding back sinply means

to find hi, hrh." and i/i, this in other words means to determine

for any th¡o or more consecutive rotations an equivalent rotation. Let

+ L be the rnatrix that is to be decoded back into the group spectrum. We

then write L in the forrn:

L=t^*1.1,
o

where t and t. are found fron:o1

t =i+i

i = (-r)k ãn = ¡-r¡k I

t =I/2 TraceL--TraceL
o

(3 "28)
t. = :L/2 Trace r.L = Trace 'r.L

111-

(note thatz Trace ,i I . T = Trace (-lti) = ti).

Now from comparison of (3.27) wit}:. (3.26) we have

(3.27)

(3"2s)

therefore, once t.-r t2 and tS are obtained (eqn. 3.28) the type of

axisi.e. k(k=i.Ì) andhence ñ, j (for k=o,1 or -1

respectively j = 3, 4 or 2) and then i will be all determined. To

give an example we consider rotations lr:]-)r/s and ll:Jlr/z of the

previous examples and find the equivalent rotation of UrlJL/s ltnlr/z:

ii,,. ¡-.;
l-' ,' ':t'',.'

[111]1/3 FLltr/z = r (å 1,,Î fl = 1 (l il
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Now

ril

we have; to =

= C0, 1, 0).

Et¡r/ s

1
-,=2

Then:

-1. Also

[1ro]r/2 = i f-t

ustnp T.
1

given in (3.24) we find

=+[+1

=+ [S+ = ¡otol3/a

- lro]
ItÈJ'. IrJt

Io]
-Lil-lrll

Lol

o -"fr1-l?J'L r 
Lol

.': .':
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